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INTRODUCTION
The market of UAVs is experiencing a boom in recent years, especially the development of small, easily manageable and mainly autonomous system. Those kinds of UAVs are usually equipped with an autonomous navigation system (GPS + INS) and digital camera. According to the measurement characteristics, those systems can be divided into systems designed for photogrammetric purposes (metric) and systems that are not (non-metric). Although photogrammetric systems generally have better and declared measurement characteristics than non-metric systems, they have some limitations, which strongly reduce the possibility of applying such systems. Metric systems are 10-30 times more expensive than non-metric systems (Zalović 2015) . Systems for non-professional (recreational) use are subjected to far more lenient terms and conditions of flying and due to less mass and velocity, can produce less kinetic energy, which makes them potentially less dangerous for use in populated areas (CCAA 2015) . For a nonmetric system to be used for measuring purposes, it is necessary to calibrate the digital camera. Many scientists (Perez et al. 2013) have researched analytical calibration procedures. High values of distortion in non-metric digital cameras have a very negative influence on the accuracy and reliability of the determination of calibration elements (Karara 1989) . For this reason, this paper suggests that most of the image distortion should be removed in the first step and then the final calibration should be carried out.
DATA ACQUISITION
Today, unmanned aircrafts are increasingly used for the photogrammetric survey of small areas or high buildings. Those aircrafts can be divided into several categories, which are shown in Table 1 . Legal regulations specify and allow the use of certain aircrafts for the purpose of the aerial survey. In this paper, we dealt with micro UAVs because of their wide availability and lower legal restrictions. Of course, those kinds of aircrafts due to the load usually have a non-metric camera, often with a super wide-angle lens. It was also the reason for the development of a two-step calibration for lenses with large radial and tangential distortion values. Micro UAV DJI Phantom 2 Vision Plus ( Figure 1 ) was used for this study. Aircraft has a built-in digital camera with the focal length of 5 mm, and the dimension of the sensor 4384 x 3288px (14MP). The camera field of view across the width of the sensor is 110° and 85° across the height of the sensor. A test field of 105 evenly distributed points was used for testing and the calibration of images ( Figure 2) . Coordinates of the test field were determined by the space intersections taken from more occupation-points measured by the total station Leica TCR705. The achieved accuracy of the coordinates of the test field is ± 0.1 mm.
Figure 2. Calibration test field
After completing the test field survey with the UAV, images that are used in the research were selected. The images were selected to cover different perspectives and scales of the test fields.
SPATIAL CALIBRATION
Mathematical model of central projection, which describes the ideal central projection of the object coordinates (in three dimensions) to the image plane (in two dimensions) describe collinearity equations (1) (Kraus 2006) : Real projection differs from the above-mentioned ideal case due to imperfections in the development of the lens. Mapping error formed thereby is called lens distortion. Lens distortion is an error of projection that does not affect the sharpness only the geometric deformation of the image compared to an ideal central projection (McGlone 2013) .
Total corrections for the elimination of distortion in both directions of the image coordinate system are obtained by summing the individual variables (equation 2). Those variables describe the partial systemic effects, whose geometric meaning is given in Table 2 . The influence of each variable to the total correction is determined by coefficient i a , which is determined by the method of spatial calibration (Kager et al. 2002) :
) are calculated by the following equations (Kager et al. 2002) :
where x and y are normalized coordinates (Kager et al. 2002) : Parameters which are recommended by the Institute of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing at the Technical University of Vienna were selected for modeling of systematic distortion. The mathematical model and geometrical interpretation of each of those parameters are given in Table 2 . Table 2 . Distortion variables according to TU-standard (Kager et al. 2002) 
Geometric meaning 1 0 x Affinity -skewness of axes 2 0 y Affinity -scaling of y-axis
Radial distortion, 7. degree Previously described mathematical model was used in phototriangulation with self-calibration on the original images Figure 3 . Figure 3 . Steps of the research
One-step calibration
This chapter explains the procedure of phototriangulation with self-calibration on the original images. This procedure can be called a one-step calibration or standard calibration procedure.
Initial value
Initial elements of interior camera orientation are calculated using the following equations: Phototriangulation is a simultaneous process of finding the parameters of spatial reconstruction of bundles implemented by the least squares method with the assessment of accuracy (Triggs et al. 2000) . In this adjustment unknowns are all parameters of interior orientation: coordinates of the principal point, focal length and distortion parameters shown in Table 2 . Normalization radius was determined by previous research so the curve of the radial distortion is balanced. Thus, the normalization radius was calculated by the following equation based on the research Gajski and Gašparović 2015: 
Self-calibration
Self-calibration is the process of conducting phototriangulation where elements of interior orientation (focal length c, the position of the principal point 0 x , 0 y and distortion elements of camera lens) are introduced as unknowns into the adjustment. Unknown in the adjustment are also the coordinates of GCP (Ground Control Points) as well as the elements of the exterior orientation. Numerous authors have researched the selfcalibration process: Armstrong 1996, Pollefeys 1999 and Azizi 2003.
The reference standard deviation of phototriangulation with self-calibration on original images is:
Adjusted values of the exterior orientation parameters for images 540, 542 and 561 (Tables 3 and 4) are attached in the tables below. These images contain the biggest amount of the ground control points (GCPs) from all images in adjustment. One of the most important statistical indicators in adjustment is the trace of covariance-matrix of unknowns. 
Two-step calibration
This chapter explains the process of phototriangulation with self-calibration on images with initially removed distortion (Figure 4 ). This process can be called two-step calibration. Initial removal of distortion on all images was done according to manufacturer's instructions. Self-calibration was performed after preprocessing the images. The main task of the self-calibration is to determine interior orientation parameters together with additional parameters for lens distortion (Table 2 ). The reference standard deviation of phototriangulation with self-calibration on preprocessed images is:
Below are attached adjusted values of the exterior orientation parameters for images 540, 542 and 561 (Tables 5 and 6 ). These images contain most of GCPs among all images in the adjustment. The trace of the covariance matrix of unknown parameters is regarded as one of the most important statistical indicators in the adjustment. 
ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH RESULTS
From the statistical indicators presented in previous chapters it is clear that the standard deviations of the angular elements of exterior orientation on the same images are up to 2 times better in a two-step calibration. Also, the linear elements of exterior orientation have smaller standard deviation in two-step calibration. The values on the main diagonal of covariance matrix show the same trend (Tables 3 and 5 for angular elements and tables 4 and 6 for linear elements).
When analyzing the reliability of the calculated elements for the interior orientation, improvements in the two-step calibration are also visible. Standard deviation for 0 x and 0 y is up to 3 times better in the two-step calibration in comparison to the one-step calibration. Distortion parameters, determined by twostep calibration have better reliability.
From previously conducted research and comparative results of Phantom camera calibration it can be said that the two-step process is better, and it is recommended for the specified camera.
CONCLUSIONS
Experimental studies in this paper clearly show that the micro UAVs can be successfully used in the measurement purposes. Previously, systematic errors that cause a geometric deformation of image content in relation to the mathematical model of an ideal central projection should be removed. The greatest influence on the measurement properties of the image has the distortion of the lens. This effect is particularly expressed in camera with ultra-wide lenses. There are many analytical models for distortion modeling but when having a very large distortion value these models cannot clearly separate the influence of distortion from the influence of other sources of image coordinate errors. In this way, distortion influence corrupts other, interior and exterior orientation parameters of each image, and spoils the photogrammetric result. Therefore, this paper recommends first removing the influence of distortion on the images. For this purpose, the factoryrecommended distortion models are sufficient to use. Distortion removal in images is fully automated, off-line process, based on the same distortion model for all the images. Afterwards, precise distortion parameters should be determinate, simultaneously with interior and exterior orientation parameters. The procedure is performed by calculating phototriangulation with self-calibration based on appropriate, usually complex distortion models (Brown 1966 , Torlegard 1981 . In this way, the accuracy and reliability of all unknowns of phototriangulation with self-calibration is increased 2 times, compared to one-step process (without initially removed distortion). It should be noted that numerous software solutions, developed specifically for creating 3D models, based on images captured with UAVs (Pix4D, Agisoft PhotoScan, Photomodeler), implement process for image distortion removal (idealized images) but only after an phototriangulation with self-calibration is completed. Because of previously mentioned facts, it is recommended to remove the distortion before using such software.
